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Parallel Numerics

Exercise 1: MPI (recapitulation)

In the summer term you attended the lecture on “Parallel Programming”. Part
of the course dealt with MPI (Message-Passing-Interface) that can be used to
parallise programs on supercomputers or workstation clusters. This term we will
use MPI for programming a couple of numerical codes. Therefore, a recapitula-
tion of the material about MPI is subject of this exercise.

Have a short repeat of the slides (MPI.pdf) on the site
wwwbode.cs.tum.edu/~gerndt/home/Teaching/SS2002/ParallelProgramming/

and of the exercises (MPIExercises.pdf) you have done last term. The basic
functions are most important (MPI Init, MPI Finalize,

MPI Comm size, MPI Comm rank, MPI Send, MPI Recv). Recall their meanings!

On the site http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/ you find helpful informations
about all questions concerning MPI. By clicking on MPI Standard 1.1 or MPI
Standard 2.0 you find (at the bottom of the page) a link to the MPI 1.1 Stan-
dard Index and MPI 2.0 Standard Index. There are good descriptions of all MPI
functions. Have a look at this information material!

On our lecture site http://www5.in.tum.de/lehre/vorlesungen/parnum/WS03/
you find the program communication.c. Download and run this program in the
student computer hall on the SUN computers, on which MPI is installed. Do the
following steps:

1. Add the MPI-path to your path-variable. Using the bash-shell, type
export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/mpi/bin

If you use another shell, use the adequate command (for example setenv...).

2. Compile and link the program:
mpicc -o communication communication.c

3. Run the program using mpirun on for example 4 processors:
mpirun -np 4 communication

4. To avoid to be ask for your password every time MPI uses another computer,
execute the following commands in your HOME directory:
ssh-keygen -trsa (chose the standard file ~/.ssh/id rsa.pub to print
the keys into and as passphrase just press “enter”)
cp ~/.ssh/id rsa.pub ~/.ssh/authorized keys

−→



5. Run the program only on specific computers defined in the “machine file”.
Download the exemplary machine file from our lecture site (machines.dat)
and run the program:
mpirun -np 4 -machinefile machines.dat communication

Have a look at the program itself: What does the program do? Understand the
program and the used functions!


